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Article Free for all Guide to our coverage of 2017 German winesWe will
continue to add reports on this frost-shrunk vintage and tasting notes on the wines. In this list
the most recently published articles are at…12 Jun 2018 Team JR
Article Don't quote me Bordeaux's 2017 en primeur campaign – how did it go?Jonathan
Reeve of Wine Owners, who assembled the proto-prices table in What price Bordeaux 2017?,
sums up this year’s Bordeaux en primeur…19 Jun 2018 Guest contributor

Article Free for all France's 2018 growing season so farIt’s mid June, and we’re
sitting in the kitchen in a small village in the Aude, watching rain lashing the window panes.
The last time I was here in…19 Jun 2018 Tamlyn Currin

Article Tasting articles Pfalz, Ahr and a few Franken 2017sFollowing my reports
on 2017s from Rheinhessen and Nahe plus Württemberg, this is the final report on the threeday Weinbörse tasting event hosted by…19 Jun 2018 Michael Schmidt

Article Tasting articles Mixed favourites old and newThis miscellany of tasting

notes was accumulated over the last six months or so, and represents the most noteworthy
wines I've encountered in that…18 Jun 2018 Richard Hemming MW

Article Alder on America America’s broadening palateIn 2017 America held on
to its title as the top importer of wine in the world by value, buying wine worth $6.2 billion from
around the globe, which…18 Jun 2018 Alder Yarrow

Article Free for all Lafite's new chatelaineA shorter version of this article is
published by the Financial Times. See also The Lafite Rothschilds celebrate 150 years.From
spending a month…16 Jun 2018 Jancis Robinson

Article Nick on restaurants A culinary gem in Spain's far north eastA version of
this article is published by the Financial Times. My ideal restaurant table is table 32, or any of
the four tables along the window of…16 Jun 2018 Nick Lander

Article Inside information Waitrose summer 2018 – head upwardsThis is the
second of Andy Howard MW's reviews of the current offerings from some of the
more important UK retailers. See also What to buy at Tesco. …15 Jun 2018 Guest contributor
Article Wines of the week Lingua Franca, Mimi’s Mind Pinot Noir 2015 Eola-Amity HillsFrom
€78.90, $83.99, 899 Swedish Krone, 11,600 Japanese yen, £84.50 Find this wine You can meet
the celebrated ex-sommelier and Fulbright scholar…15 Jun 2018 Jancis Robinson

Article Nick on restaurants RIP Myrtle Allen of BallymaloeMyrtle Allen, who died
yesterday at the age of 94 in the Cork University Hospital surrounded by her family, was an
extraordinary woman whose spirit…14 Jun 2018 Nick Lander

Article Free for all What price Bordeaux 2017?14 June 2018 At last Bordeaux
2017 prices are tumbling out so we are revisiting this list of them as so many of the blanks
have now been filled in.…14 Jun 2018 Guest contributor

Article Tasting articles In pursuit of YappinessJudging by the selection below,
Yapp Brothers continue to distinguish themselves with carefully selected wines aimed at the
committed oenophile. The…14 Jun 2018 Richard Hemming MW
Article Tasting articles Massaging Primitivo with music therapyLast March I found myself in
London at the same time as Pasquale Petrera of the Puglian estate Fatalone. He was there to
present a flight of Primitivo…13 Jun 2018 Walter Speller
Article Hemming's spittoon Wine's great unanswered questions‘I have discovered a truly
marvellous proof of this, which this margin is too narrow to contain.’ With that remark,
scribbled in a mathematics…13 Jun 2018 Richard Hemming MW
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